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NUMBER 5

Cast of Thirty Announced Unit Cost Tuition Baby Tars Swamp T a m p a
For L a b o r a t o r y P l a y e r s Fee Reduced 15% Peacock and Hansen Score
Tarlet Aerial Defense Weak
lendinning, Cothren, and
For
Next
Year
Langley Head "Morn To
Rollins Receives Line Firm Throughout
Midnight" Casting
Trustees Announce Cut From
$13,50 to $1,150, Coinciding Herbarium, Books,
With Student Body
Increase
Chemistry Prize
IMPORTANT NOTICE

Casting for the first production
the Rollins Laboratory Players
has been completed and rehearsals
started Friday. With a cast of
thirty, George Kaiser's From Morn
to Midnight is the most ambitious
undertaking of the newly renamed
group which has heretofore been
known as the Freshman Players.
The play will be presented December 5 and 6, in the Fred Stone Laboratory Theatre under the direction of Jack Buckwalter.
E The complete cast for
From
Morn to Midnight is as follows:
Cashier, John Glendinning; Stout
Gentleman, Ed Langley; Lady,
Alice Cooper; Messenger Boy,
Clifford
pGordon Evans; Manager,
Cothren; Muffled Gentleman, Don
Cummings; Serving Maid, Marie
Rogers; Son, Dean McClusky;
Wife, Rachel Towne; Mother,
Elizabeth Ayer; First Daughter,
Maud Rosebaum; Second Daughter, Sudie Bond; First Gentleman,
Bob Kilcullen; Second Gentleman,
Gordon Laughead, Jr.; Third Gentleman, Ernie Walker; Salvation
Lass, Jean Scruggs; Waiter, Don
Cummings; First Mask, Betty
Mackenzie-Reid;
Second
Mask,
Allander Jones; Third Mask, Pat
Warner; Fourth Mask, Autrey
Thompson; First Gentleman, Ben
Briggs; Second Gentleman, Bob
Kilcullen; Third Gentleman, Gordon Laughead, Jr.; Salvation Army
(Continued on Page 2)

•

Tryouts for the second production of the Rollins Student
Players will be held Thursday
evening, November 13, at 7:30,
in the Laboratory Theatre.
Copies of the play A Bill of
Divorcement by Clemence Dane
are now on reserve in the library. Howard Bailey will direct
the play which will be given
December 11 and 12, in the Annie Russell Theatre.

Dr. Pearce Entertains
Pi Kappa Delta
Hallowe'en Party Held
For Debaters
A Hallowe'en party complete
with witches and ghostly trimmings featured the first meeting
of the year of prospective members of Rollins debate teams. The
gathering was held last Friday
evening at the home of Dr. and
Mrs. Harry Raymond Pierce for
the general purpose of welcoming
new orators into the group and
discussing the national debate
question for the year. The question is, resolved, that the Federal
Government should regulate by
law all labor unions in the United
States.
Dr. Pierce acted as chairman
and called upon Dr. Royal France
who gave the principal speech of
the evening. Dr. Alfred Hasbrook,
(Continued on Page 3)

McFall Heads Annual Snipe Hunt and
Marshmallow Toast; Starts at Telescope
[ The Rollins Sandspur, organ of
respectable journalism in Orange
County and Central Florida, will
sponsor its annual Snipe-Hunt
and Marshmallow Toast on Saturday, November 8.
All interested
[parties are cordially invited to
fmeet on Astronomy Point at a
ppoint 3 degrees south and 4 defrees west of the college telescope
jit 8:15 p. m., on Saturday evenRobert Cavendish McFall, editor
if the 1940 R Book, president of
Florida Beta Chapter of Phi Delta
Theta, chief of operations of the
Fox Division of the Order of the
Cat and the Fox, president of the
Ex-Jean Club, editor of the Tomokan, and Lord High Chief of the
Aftermath, will preside. Years of
experience as huntmaster of the
Westchester Hunt Club, Snipe Difvision, have made Mr. McFall Rollins' leading authority on snipehunting. This invaluable fund of
knowledge and experience will be
put at the disposal of all interested
^embers of the Rollins family this
Saturday night, and it is to be
" • p e d that no one who is interestled in this vital subject of snipehunting will neglect the unusual
opportunity
being
presented

through the kindness and courtesy
of Mr. McFall and his esteemed associates.
The date for the Annual Snipe
Hunt and Marshmallow Toast has
been determined by careful calculations of Rollins' most esteemed
astronomers under the expert direction of Jack Meyers, B.S., M.S.,
Ph.D., Litt.D., D.D. and D.T.s,
noted astronomer and director of
the Pan-American Astronomical
Laboratories at Gale-on-the-Heath,
Florida. The calculations necessary
for the determination of the exact
date and time for the Snipe Hunt,
so that it may be held under the
most propitious conditions are of
course much too complicated for
even the most adept layman to
comprehend. When the moon is in
the receding stage, and the vernal
equinox is in the recessive stage,
according to Dr. Meyers' calculations, the proper time for the
Snipe Hunt may be determined
through a calculation of the atmospheric intensity of Jupiter and
Mars. However, the density of the
ice cap on Pluto must be considerered, as it has a definite bearing
on the matter. The stages of the
moon are the most important,
(Continued on Page 8)

In line with the announced policy
of Rollins, and in the face of
mounting taxes and higher costs
of living resulting from the nation's preparedness program, the
Trustees of the College are announcing that the all-inclusive
Unit Cost tuition fee will be reduced from $1,350 to $1,150 starting with the academic year 194243.
The fee for day students whose
parents are bonafide residents of
Orange County is also to be reduced. It will be $325 instead of
$425 which has prevailed for some
years.
This year the Rollins student
body is limited to a little over 400.
"Next year," said President Hamilton Holt, "it is proposed to expand, the student body to 450 students. This increase in full paying students, together with economies that all institutions are
forced to make at this time, will
lower each student's share, it is
estimated, from $1350 to $1150. It
will thus be seen that this reduction in tuition next year is in no
wise an abandonment but rather
a fulfillment of the principles underlying the Unit Cost Plan."
Rollins College adopted the Unit
Cost Plan in 1933 on the basis of
a survey published by the United
States Bureau of Education, showing that students actually paid less
than one-half the cost of their
education. Under this method of
financing, the College estimates
its total budget for the ensuing
year and divides this by the number of students expected. The re(Continued on Page 2)

Aviation Cadet Transferred to Colorado
DeJay Shriner, After Visiting Rollins Last Month,
Leaves San Angelo,
Texas
Aviation Cadet DeJay Joseph
Shriner, '40, former Rollins fencing star, now stationed at Goodfellow Field, United States Army
basic flying school in San Angelo,
Texas, has been assigned to Lowry
Field, Denver, Colorado, for a
special course in aviation armament.
Upon completion of the course,
Cadet Shriner Will receive his second lieutenancy as an armament
officer in Uncle Sam's Air Corps
Reserve.
Cadet Shriner, whose residence
is in New Rochelle, New York, was
Florida state foils champion in
1939 and placed second in the
World's Fair championships the
same year. He was a member of
the student council and news editor of the Sandspur.

Mrs. Baker, Distinguished
Botanist, Leaves Fund
For Junior in Chemistry
The late Mrs. Mary Francis
Baker, one of the most distinguished botanists of the South, and
widow of Dr. Thomas Rakestraw
Baker for whom the Thomas A.
Baker Museum of Rollins College
wajs named, bequeathed to the
Museum a valuable herbarium of
Florida plants which she had collected, and her scientific books.
The herbarium is an appropriate
and useful addition to the many
gifts Dr. Baker secured for the
Museum while he was in charge.
The books include a copy of
Thesaurus Botanious by Leopoldo
Trattinnick, published in Vienna
in 1819; A Tribute to Dr. Baker
from Pennsylvania State College
in recognition of his faithful service and scholarly attainment, in
1911; North American Cariceae by
Kenneth K. Mackenzie; Standard
cyclopedia of Horticulture by L. H.
Bailey, Mrs. Baker's own publications and a large number of unbound periodicals and pamphlets.
Mrs. Baker's bequest also included a Fund, the income of which
(Continued on Page 2)

A powerful and speedy "Baby
Tar" eleven was unveiled last
Thursday night as the freshmen
romped to an easy 46 to 0 victory
over the "Baby Spartans" of the
University of Tampa. Taking the
opening kick-off, the Tarlets, lead
by Calvin Peacock, marched to the
double-stripe before the game was
three minutes gone. The Tampans
were completely outclassed in
every department of play and played most of the game with their
backs to their own goal line.
The Rollins line refused to give
at all and as a result Tampa took
advantage of the one weakness of
the Tar eleven, that of pass defense. All of Tampa's first downs
were made through the air. Time
after time the Rollins defense
broke through to set the Tampa
backs for losses but still the Spartans completed passes and gained
ground. The coaches gained consolation in the last quarter as the
backs began to click defensively.
On the offense the Tar backs
could hardly be touched. Led by
two very promising halfbacks in
Peacock and Donnie Hansen, together with the line-plunging of
Smith Lett, the Tars marched at
will to score. In the third quarter,
Peacock intercepted a Tampa pass
on his own forty-five yard line and
swivel-hipped his way through the
entire Tampa eleven to score
standing up. Then about midway in
the final period, Hansen took a
(Continued on Page 6)

Historic Sadie Hawkins Handicap Saturday;
Campus Men Depart for Parts Unknown
As a revitalizing contrast to the
mundane existence of the coed of
the species, the Rollins College
faculty are for the first time promoting another propitious contest
of acceleration in-pursuit-of-HAPPINESS. This Saturday, November 8, commemorates the magnanimous founding of the sisterhood
which is alleged to further the
noble aims of womankind. In brief,
Saturday on your Baker-MacCorkle
calendar is the red-letter occasion
of Sadie Hawkins Day.
At exactly 6:30 S.K.S.T. (Skunk
Hollow Standard Time), all respective resident heads have been
requested to unlatch the doors and
allow all female students to dash
into the dawn after their man. Mrs.
Enright has been cautioned to prevent her girls from obtaining any
unfair advantages through jumping the gun.
When Mrs. Haggerty blows the
preliminary bugle, the men will
take a five minute handicap, leaving for destinations unkown — on
horseback, on bikes, in cars, and
a pede.
There is a rumor abroad that the
Sigma Nus and the Delta Chis are
requisitioning the authorities for
padlocks and plan to remain
locked in their houses during the

sun-up to sun-down period. However, notice is herewith served that
no man may remain on campus
with impunity . . . excepting Alden
Manchester, of course.
The rules of the contest are as
follows and must be upheld in order to warrant eligibility.
1. The contestants must be old
enough to know better. This eliminates Jane Welch, Estelle Bakal,
Pat Randall, Barbara Holmes,
Priscilla Thompson, and Gladys
Abbott.
2. Handicaps will be determined
according to individual pulchritude. Before 1 a. m. Friday Ella
Parshall, Jenelle Wilhite, and Martha Brooks must report to Peter
Winant at Rollins Hall and have
their handicaps adjusted.
3. Girls will not be allowed to
use any artificial methods of compulsion such as cars, wealth, cosmetics, or the speck-in-the-eye approach.
Get yourselves in shape now,
femmes, to vie for honors in this
great American tradition. Immediately following the ceremonies
Pat Pritchard and Eugenia Van de
Water are having an all-college
box lunch at the Skunk Hollow
Center.

TWO

ROLLINS

WORK AT 40c AN HOUR
The Art Department needs
portrait models during B and D
periods and on Thursday evenings. Poses are held 25 minutes,
with 5 minute rests between.
Models receive 40c an hour, and
are usually engaged for 3 or 4
days, more or less. If interested
in this work, leave your name
at the studio office, or telephone
315.

Cast of Thirty Players
(Continued from Page 1)
Officer, Jean McCann; Policeman,
Ernie Walker; Man, Don Cummings; First Soldier, Gordon Laughead, Jr.; Third Soldier, Bob Kilcullen;
First
Penitent,
John
Twachtman; Second Soldier, Jane
Northen; Second Penitent, Diana
Denny; Fourth Soldier, Dean McClusky; Second Salvation Lass,
Peggy Hult; Third Salvation Lass,
Allander Jones; Woman, Marny
Shrewsbury;
Another
Woman,
Betsy Smith; Workman, Gordon
Evans.
From Morn to Midnight was
done in New York by the Theatre
Guild in 1922 and proved one of
their greatest successes that season. Elmer Rice got the idea for
The Adding Machine, which was
done so successfully by the Freshmen Players two years ago, from
this expressionistic play of George
Kaiser. It will be especially interesting to compare From Morn to
Midnight with the already produced Adding Machine as to form,
plot, and construction.
Ashley Dukes, the translator of
the play, says this of Kaiser's
drama, "To the most unfriendly
gaze George Kaiser will appear to
be a link between the three-dimensional stage and the screen, and a
portent therefore not to be despised. But others who look deeper
will read in the movement of his
nameless hurrying throng of characters the poet's reflection of a
universal gesture, and in their
faces his image of a common unrest."

SANDSPUR

Unit Cost Tuition
Vinegar, Doughnuts, Rhumbas Feature
(Continued from Page 1)
Kappa Alpha Halloween Dance Saturday
A wonderful time was had by all,
last Saturday night as the KA's
had their annual pledge dance. The
pledges teed-off with cider and
doughnuts, and* finished up with
the rhumba jumps. Nobody knew
whether they were supposed to get
drunk on the cider or not. "Sumpin like vinegar" was the general
comment. Of course, everyone was
there. Most of us strained our
necks looking at the moon and
bobbing for apples in the fish
pond, and Donnie Hansen didn't
get his from bobbing for apples.
I was very busy roaming around
so it was rather difficult to tell
who was in the dark. It really
didn't matter, anyhow. Did notice
that Blackwood and Harris were
giving the girls an entrance examination, most of 'em passed.

Mrs. Keefe and Sayre were there
along side of Dad Waite and the
"Human Dynamo." Earl Cole's date
called for him which was very
chivalrous of her. He must be
pretty smooth, 1 know he is with
music for he graciously supplied
the rippling rhythms.
All the girls looked very beautiful, and the boys were very
handsome.
Only think—I missed
Mickey Allen. We won't let that
happen again and I insist. Oh, well,
you know the rest: If you don't
ask each man separately—wouldn't
think of putting it here.
The dance was a good one and
we won't paddle the pledges much
just because it was a good one.
Extremely well decorated — and
Betty Lamb approved. But she
wanted more vodka, don't know
where she got it in the first place.

To Orlando by cab for 25c each
(Two Persons)

FAVOR'S TAXI
PHONE 107

24 HOURS

WM. R. BAILEY
Real Estate and
Insurance
1073 New England Ave.
Phone 600
Associate

MISS GWEN FEARING

the total enrollment at Rollin
year is approximately the san
last year, the
difference
made up in the increased
suit is the pro rata cost per stu- ment of freshman and
dent. Those who can afford it are students.
expected to pay the full cost of
'IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIll
their year at Rollins, thereby releasing the income from endowment for scholarship aid to deserving students who can affirmatively
prove they cannot pay the full unit
cost. The single assessment includes board, room, tuition and
That's the way people I
other fees.
claim over our food — im
Despite the call to military ser- sandwiches to steaks. YM
vices and the consequent reduc- like our fountain service, •
tion of upperclass male students,

DELICIOUS!
DELIGHTFUL! I
DELECTABll

—.U-DRIVE-IT—
CARS FOR HIRE

.

CITY CAB CO., Inc.
243 S. Orange Ave, Orlando
DIAL 9878

GATEWAY GRH
At new highway intersection!
road Xo Orlando.
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i • >•

It's the Woman
Who Pays!
Yes, and pays and pays . . . and in more ways
than monetary! A frock you love that you spent
your month's allowance to get is drenched with
punch at one of Prexy's teas . . . A velveteen
jumper you cherish rubs out in back after too
many sittings . . . A wool skirt of impossible-tomatch-plum color is burned with somebody's
stray Chesterfield . . . Yes, you pay doubly, you
Women of Rollins . . . in shekels and remorse!..

but . . •

Rollins Receives Books
(Continued from page 1)
is to be used for a "Thomas R.
Baker Memorial Prize, to be awarded a Junior in Rollins College who
shall have maintained the highest
scholarship record in the study of
Chemistry." This will provide an
enduring memorial to both Dr. and
Mrs. Baker.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5,

HERE'S REMEDY NUMBER ONE: Go Gridiron way clad in a suit made
of durable tweed or wool which will take all sorts of bad t r e a t m e n t . . . Such
beauties are to be found in Dickson-Ives Sport Shop on the second floor.
REMEDY NUMBER TWO: Array yourself for the Davis-Elkins - Rollins
game in a wool Jersey Frock, not too warm for November in Winter Park,
that boasts the knife-like pleats that will stay-in through many hours on
the bleachers . . . Dickson-Ives Second and Fourth Floors...
AND REMEDY NUMBER THREE: Make any head
turn after the game by wearing one of the white flannel
or white Cordasuede "Snow-Bird" frocks . . . guaranteed
to add a few points to your score. So . . . Remember . . .
Though it is the woman who pays. . . . It's also the
woman who pays at the right places who gets the
best results . . .

-l/r**-
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The Woman's Store

Home of exclusive Southland Fashions

i

n
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ROLLINS

POPEYE,
IF VA WANTS
TO GET AHEAD,
TH1 N A W
TEACHES VA
TO AMOUNTTO SUM'P'N"

WELL,
I'D LIKE TO B E
A N AVIATION
MECHANIC,
IP P O S S I B L E

THE R E C R U I T I N G

rHREB

SANDSPUR

OFFICER,

GETS

AIR-CONDITIONED!

WELL. I'LL B E HORN-SPOONED, 1 | « ^
A'COURSE, IT'S POSSIBLE.'/ f j o i N l N t l
- T H ' N A W CJIVES VA

-ME

T H ' M O S T COMPLETE
INSTRUCKTIOUS I N
ANV O N E OP S O M E
FORTV-ODD
SKILLED

You're flying high in the Navy

)

FOR THE M
OUTDOOR

You live like a long! Free meals. Free
medical and dental care. No rent to
pay. And you get regular raises in pay.
What a life for a man who's young and
ambitious! You get travel and adven- \
ture and you learn a skilled trade that
puts you in line for big pay |obs when
you get out of the Navy.
If you are 17 or over, get a free copy I
of the illustrated booklet, "LIFE IN THE
U. S. NAVY," from the Navy Editor of
this paper.
, ^ y - SERVE WOUR COUNTRV.1
\^£p
BUILD VOUR FUTURE'
" - - ' 6ET IN THE N A W NOUj!

Copr. 1941, King Fe»ture» Syndicate, Inc.. World rights reMrvtd.

Alpha Psi chapter of Kappa Altwo debate teams and two orators
who will also serve as after dinner pha Order takes pleasure in anIn accordance with the policy of
Claude Nelson, lecturer sponspeakers to the national Pi Kappa nouncing the initiation of Tram(Continued from Page 1)
newly-elected Independent presi- sored by the International Student
Delta convention in the twin cities
mel Whittle and Quentin Bittle.
dent Alma Vander Velde, the In- Service and the National Inter- Freeland Babcock, Dr. William of Saint Paul and Minneapolis.
indent beach party to be held collegiate Christian Council, will Melcher and Carson Seavey also
at the Pelican this coming week- speak a t the International Rela- addressed the members.
GUARANTEED
OPEN SUNDAY
end will be an all-college affair. tions Club supper meeting Friday
Plans for debating for the year
All day and the evening too
Although reserving first choice of night, November 7, from 6 to 7:30. begin with an all-Florida college
You'll like the food and—
overnight reservations for Indeat wholesale prices
His subjects will be Prison debate to be held in Deland on Dependents, other students may reg- Camps of Europe, and Chinese cember 6. Contests in oratory, dePhone Maitland 9190-R
ister at the information desk for Students.
bating, and afterdinner speaking
Garland & Washington Sts
at Northern entrance to W. Park
the remaining vacancies. However,
The meeting will be over early will be included in this meeting.
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
the whole college, students and enough for members to attend the In April, Rollins expects to send
Davis-Elkins football game.
faculty, are encouraged to attend
peacetime, millions of "defense"
— Rollins Alumnus
Chrysler - Plymouth
all-out aid to Britain, not because workers will lose their jobs, prices
DISTRIBUTORS
Sunday.
I am in favor of Nazism, but be- will be even higher than they are
Real Estate Broker
889
N. Orange Ave.
cause I believe that we are head- now, because of scarcity of goods,
Tel.
620
Park Ave.
Sales
and
Service
Phone
5708
ing towards the very thing we no one will be able to buy what
goods there are to sell because of
claim we are fighting.
It is true that we still have our the lack of an income, and this
liberties as granted by the Con- country will see after five years
stitution and that even a t the end of peace, the worst depression the
By Jack Liberman
of this war, no matter when that world has ever had, surpassing
The most widely used word to- may be, we shall still have most even the one that has now plagued
day in the United States is theof those personal freedoms, but this country for twelve years.
word "defense" and never has aI am looking forward to ten and No, I say, the risk of an ecoword been more misused than has twenty years after that.
nomically ruined United States is
this one. Under the guise of this
Before our so-called defense pro- not cause enough to go to war.
word, the American people are gram came into being our eco- We must look forward to the peace
being led into a war by Mr. Roose- nomic condition was nothing t o after war, even if i t be a Hitler
velt and his stooges.
boast about and with the tremend- peace, before we pjunge ourselves
Were this our war, Mr. Roose- ous spending for armaments that further along the road taken by
velt would not be using the sub- is now taking place, we face eco- Mr. Roosevelt.
terfuge that he is. Were i t more nomic ruin, which is thefirstand Th price to be carried by the peoadvantageous for us to enter this most important step towards po- ple of America is not worth it.
war, we would have declared war litical ruin.
We should and must remain out
officially long ago. I t would not
No matter if England and theof this war if there is to be any
have been necessary for Mr.
United States are victorious in ademocracy left in the world after
Roosevelt to have circumvented military sense, We, a s well a s this, the second World War.
Congress' constitutional rights by Germany and the rest of Europe,
There are many other reasons
his various decrees, which have shall be the economic losers.
why the United States should not
placed the United States on a war
We are expected to pay the larg- go to war, which I hope to explain
footing and led us into a shooting
war on the high seas. But this is est taxes this country has ever in the near future.
The people of America do not
not our war any more -than the had; all our industries are being
last one, despite what the propa- conducted but for one purpose, want war and the sooner Mr.
now, that of turning out imple- Roosevelt realizes that, the better
gandists say.
ments of war. I t is almost impos- off we and the rest of the world
Granted that Adolf Hitler and sible now to buy many commodiwill be.
his way of life are contrary to our ties that were in surplus before
ideals; granted that he may, if all out aid was started because of
HEINTZELMAN'S
victorious, be a threat to our pres- priorities, which makes the manuent conception of democracy, the facture of these desired things imquestion remains as to whether, possible. After this war is ended,
SALES & SERVICE
totalitarism would be more likely the armaments made now will be
Phone 6159 - Orlando
to occur here if we remain out of valueless, industry will not be able
the war or if we enter it, even if to manufacture the necessities of Cor. Livingston and State Streets
we go no further than we have,
which I believe is an impossibility.
I have opposed every step this
WE ARE THE AGENTS FOR THE ROLLINS
country has made in its effort for

All-College Beach Party

Claude Nelson To Lecture

Dr. Pearce Entertains

USED CARS

F

Used Car Exchange

The Rendezvous

A. P. Clark Motors

RAY GREENE

Next Tuesday is
Armistice Day

I
I
I

[

FORD
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Insure Your
Automobile
with

Hall Bros. Agency
General Insurance
ORLANDO
Phone 5189

112 N. Orange

Have fun-be friendly
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Student Accident Policy
Per School
Year For
Women

Per School
Year For
Men

#10.
*5.
WINTER PARK

INSURANCE AGENCY
128 E. Park Avenue, Winter Park — Phone 21

Treat yourself and
others to fresh-tasting
Wrigley's Spearmint Gum
The Flavor Lasts
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Member

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5;

Meticulously arranging ourself
in an attitude of quiet sophistication, so that we may be in the best
possible position to report upon
the goings and comings of our
splendid little group known as the
Rollins Family, we would call your
collective attentions to the following stuff. Whether or not it has
been noticed, diplomatic relations
between a whole mess of people
have been abruptly terminated
this past week. At least one person
of our acquaintance has found herself being used as a crying post by
a couple of inhabitants of dear old
Cloverbloom. After our experience
of the other morning in Mackie's,
we will try to remember to carry a
gross of blotters carefully concealed beneath each shoulder as
preparation against any eventuality, but we will hope, that in the
future, the flood will be slightly
lessened, if not altogether abated.
Anyway, despite the gross inadequacies of the human race, we have
managed to come to the violent
conclusion that in this day and
age, a girl's best buy for a nickle
is a telephone call to the right
man. If you have doubts on this
score, you should be in any Rollins
fraternity house some night about
six, when those bells start to ring
and the girls want to find out
"what the assignment was in
Spanish for Tuesday," etc. In Chicago they used to call it a racket,
but not at Rollins! The power of
suggestion is sometimes greatly
underestimated.

By Pris Parker
What do you think about discontinuing the Fraternity I
Sorority columns in the Sandspur?
JACK SHARP—I don't think they should be discontinued be<
think everyone enjoys reading them.
JANET JONES—Well, believe me boy, for all the trouble i J
write them and the trouble it took to read them, I don't tha
were worth it.
BOB MYERS—Hell no, I don't like discontinuing them.
Minor do.

What

BARBARA BROWN—I think there is a lot to be said on eithi
It depends on what they have to fill up the space.
FRANK CLEMENTS- -It's not a very good idea. There wouldn't!
dirt.
KAY WOODWARD—I think they should keep them in—we nee
gossip.
PHILIPPA HERMAN—I think it is a terrible, idea, because t
umns give everybody an idea of What everybody else is ck
campus.
BOB BLACKWOOD—I think it is a good idea to discontinue
There is never anything said in them.

•

LILLIAN RYAN—I believe sorority columns should be kept as i
ly feature, to act as a tie between groups. If the correspt
would shorten their columns, writing only accounts of events
groups, in the style of society articles, each person on campu!
have a chance to know of the group social events each week.
PRES WETHERELL—I am against it with one reservation, and
that the columns should be more cleverly written so that tl!
interest everyone.

From Associated Collegiate Press
American colleges, technical schools and universities are
unable to meet a third of the demands being made on them
for trained workers, reports E. E. Crabb, president of Investors Syndicate. "Although American institutions of higher
The Whole Story
war events. PM gives a cc
learning are meeting two-thirds of the demands on them for
There
are
two sides to any argue- picture of the war—from En
trained workers," explained Mr. Crabb, "they are not satisfyment on war, but usually only one viewpoint. Newsweek and Ti
ing requests from some industries, and in some regions, by
side is heard from. The situation two of the best weekly mag
any such proportions."
isn't
so bad as it was in 1914, but The local papers merely
This,
when
everything
has
been
Defense and allied industries are making the greatest instill
America is exposed to just the Associated Press dispa
said
and
done,
was
a
rough
week
crease in number of demands, according to the company's anone
side—the
British side. The re- usually the British side. To
all
around.
What
with
it
now
benual national survey of college graduates' job prospects. Comports
from
England
are more plen- understand the foreign si
ing
four
days
beyond
the
first
of
ments made by 501 institutions answering the questionnaire
tiful
and
make
nicer
reading for (as if anyone could) a perso
the
month,
and
those
bills
still
stress willingness of prospective employers to train liberal
the
public.
The
average
newspaper have some knowledge of E
remain
in
that
top
drawer,
we
stop
arts and teachers' college graduates in mechanical arts and
always
plays
up
the
brighter
side history. Behind every m<
to
think
about
things
like,
"Was
it
sciences, and retrain engineering graduates for new fields in
of
life.
So
if
you
want
to
know
the Europe, there's a motive. Tl
all
worth
it?"—"Did
we
get
somewhich workers are scarce. Beginning salaries offered are the
catch is to find the motive!
truth
(Lots
of
people
don't)
you'll
thing
to
show
for
i
t
?
"
and
a«few
highest in years. Draft boards policies of calling technical
have
to
read
several
papers
and
at
similar
questions
which
have
very
graduates and students have lessened available supplies of
Here and There
little chance of being answered. least one of the weekly newsmagasought for workers on campuses.
The British Governmem
Some people say it's best not to zines. The New York Sunday Times
"One western Pennsylvania institution, asked about the reflect back on those things, so in has a good review of the weekly soon recognize a Free A
percentage of technically trained graduates it was able to case you were feeling bad before
Government. This should ht
supply, answered that 'as early as last February corporations we brought the whole thing up, we
up more trouble in Austrii
recruiting on our campus demanded 500 young engineering promise not to mention it again,
Winter may have slowed
graduates, though our June graduating class could not ex- except to say that no matter how
Germans in the North, but
ceed 235 graduates'," said Mr. Crabb. A Connecticut liberal you try around here, they always
is still catching it in the U
arts college replied, 'employment demand is the largest in our seem to have one of those little
The Reds have lost very im]
60 year history.' On an Iowa campus twice as many engineers tickets for you which invariably
industrial centers such as
were sought this year as in 1938. From a Texas university say more than you thought they
Kharkov, Rostov and Krivc
came the declaration, 'ten times as many firms recruited here would at the end of a moderate
Those things h u r t . . . Kobe (,
this year as ever before.' Typical of California comment was period of spending. Will somebody
has been closed to foreign
the statement, 'our difficulty is to find enough candidates please see what they can do about
ping. The reason: The harb
available to recommend when job openings are called to our situations like that? So far, our War Emergency Stresses been secretly mined. This a
Need For Assistance
attention.'
violation of international la\
own efforts have been frightfully
"While these specific instances do not measure total actual inadequate.
(Continued on Page 8)
Starting on November 11, Arscarcities in individual fields, they do indicate trends. Inferen- This new pact among some of mistice
Day, the American Red
tially more details emerge from replies to another question:
Cross is having a drive for mem- ing that this war has really
'How much, and in what fields, has demand for your technical- the boys has a kind of appeal to bers.
The drive will continue until more suffering than anyone
us
at
this
point.
It
seems
that
they
ly trained graduates increased, or decreased, compared with
November 30.
solemnly
declared
to
each
other,
imagine. It is in order to al
a year ago ?'
The Red Cross is one of the .the sufferings of these peo;
that with the exception of one day
"Engineering, chemistry, teaching, aeronautics, industrial
worthiest organizations in the all nationalities, that this d
arts, business administration, general physical sciences, sec- during the week, namely today, United States. Its work transcends being
made.
they
will
positively
not
indulge
in
retarial, and a combination of mathematics and science, in
politics, religion, color, and social
liquids
stronger
than
stale'
limeWe who sit in peace and
order named, most frequently are mentioned in increased deposition. Its one purpose is to be
mands for graduates. Ranking next are commerce and home ades for the duration of the week. of help to those who need medical fort in the United States <
economics, tenth; and accounting and sales, which are The odds are awfully heavy that attention. The work this group has realize the full extent of i
that this war and the Sino-t
this thing won't go through as
eleventh place.
done after hurricanes, blizzards, ese war have caused. Is it too
planned
due
to
extenuating
cir"Many of our men graduates from the liberal arts college,"
shipwrecks, and many other acts
ask you to contribute or
said W. G. Leutner, president, Western Reserve university, cumstances such as the aftermath of nature are well known to all of to
dollar to this the worthiest
of
the
X
Club-Phi
Delt
football
after commenting that college men are placing increasing
us.
causes, the mending of 1
emphasis on adequate training or apprentice programs, "seek game, the third weekly meeting And now more than ever your lives
?
employment in industrial centers where they go to work in a of the Studio Club and similar help is needed. War is the cause of
There
will be representati
earth-shaking
events.
The
whole
production department and take their chances on working
more havoc, disease, injuries, and
their way up to a worthwhile administrative position, con- business was started by John "I- hunger than any other force. No each fraternity and sororit
tradictory to the popular idea that college men are afraid to was-a-student" Myers who has matter what we think of America's well as for the Independent;
(Continued on Page 8)
get their hands dirty."
part in the war, there is no deny- students, and faculty membe

OVER THERE

Red Cross Drive
Starts Nov. l l t h
Cooperation Urged
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The Mail Bag
Co the Editor:
With touch football already
aping a sizeable injury toll
among the men students and with
at least five more extremely com; petitive intramural sports to be
ran off this year, it would not seem
liss at this time to call attention
once more to the accident insurance policy offered through the
college to all students.
This policy, which was inauguited last year, costs male students
lily ten dollars for $500 worth of
ccident insurance during the enschool year and covers not only
uries received in sports competions, but all other accidents as
reii.
Last year Frank Bowes, who
! suffered a broken leg in touchfootball, found the policy a very
handy thing to have . . . as has
Hank Beam this year!
The cost to coeds is only five
dollars per year for the same coverage. The lower rate to the supposedly weaker sex does not postulate the supposition that they are
more hardy than the males, but
merely undergo less active risks!
At any rate, while I am not at
all familiar with insurance rates,
these policies' seem extremely
reasonable, covering as they do Xray costs, etc. I might add that I
am NOT an insurance agent, but
am writing this on the chance that
some students are not acquainted
with the offer, or have overlooked
it in the excitement of the opening weeks of the school year.
Yours sincerely,
P. R. KELLY

Personal
CHRISTMAS
CARDS

|
\

Prices 50 cards

For $1.00 up
Let your Christmas greetings be "obediently yours."
Let them
cry
"Merry
Christmas" with all your
own charm and personality. Select the cards that
best suit your individuality
from our catalogues, and
they will be printed with
your name. Order now to
assure an early delivery.
Y-D Stationery

Street Floor

YO WELL-DREW CO.

Joe's Fish &
Poultry Market
DES PAROIS BROS., Inc
246 W. Washington

Orlando

A. J. Hanna Weds
Miss Kathryn Abbey

J'ACCUSE
By Jack Liberman and one of
the pixies
I accuse Franklin Delano Roosevelt .of misusing the trust placed
in him by the people of the United
States by leading us into war and
endangering the lives of American
citizens.
That is what we get for changing that iamous old American saying, "In God We Trust" to read,
"In Roosevelt We Trust." On the
other hand take the "Bundles For
Britain" act passed by Congress.
You know, Bundles of Cash. Why
don't we send the cash over to
England instead of sending ships
and men. We haven't any use for
the cash over here, but we could
use the men and ships. One can't
criticize F.D.R. too much, because
there shouldn't be any danger incurred in merely sending our ships
into our little ocean. It's all Hitler's fault for not keeping his
submarines cooped up in the Danube or Rhine Rivers. Just why in
Hell should Hitler care if we want
to run a few boats of sightseers
over to England to watch the War,
and stock up on Scotch whiskey.
If Hitler would only be reasonable
and remove his ships from all of
the oceans, people would have no
reason to criticize our Prexy.
The people should rise up in
wrath when they discover that
Hitler is not only bombing military objectives, but has the gall
to drop bombs on the civilian plants
owned by Haig and Haig and other
fine men who distill the nectar of
the Gods. If Roosevelt would only
use this as his battle cry, I have
no doubt that every able-bodied
man and woman, not to mention
75% of the disabled would catch
the next boat to England and stop
this damn waste.
If there is anything made by
God better than Scotch whiskey, He
must have kept it to himself, and
I maintain it is a damn shame that
the containers holding this divine
liquid should be destroyed by
bombs, when the contents could be
enjoyed by various people, in particular, MYSELF, and the containers broken over Roosevelt's head.
Let's take a vote, people.
On the other hand, why not
move all the distilleries in Great
Britain over here, and let Hitler
have all of the Island that is left,
if he wants it. I don't.
With a stock of whiskey like
that, we could in six weeks time
prepare 5,000,000 men, in schools
such as the Harper's School for
Inveterate Souses who could and
damn sure would protect our fair
country, at least, the section containing the distilleries. Incidently,
the spirit and moral courage of
our army would be increased immeasureably. Who wouldn't fight
for a cause as great as that. Think
how much faster our machines
would run if a small portion of
Scotch were mixed with our gaso-

FIVE
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Professor Alfred Jackson Hanna
and Miss Kathryn T. Abbey, head
of the Department of History,
Geography and Political Science in
the Florida State College for Women were married on July 5.
The ceremony took place at St.
John's Episcopal Church in Tallahassee in the presence of a group
of intimate friends of the couple.
The bride was given in marriage
by her brother Stuart Abbey and
George Holt acted as best man for
Mr. Hanna. Mr. and Mrs. Hanna
left immediately by motor for
Woodstock, Conn., where they
have spent the summer.
Mrs. Hanna received the degree
of Doctor of Philosophy from
Northwestern University and has
been an outstanding member of
the faculty of Florida State College for the past fifteen years. She
directed the Federal archives survey in Florida and is the only woman chairman of a national committee of Phi Beta Kappa. She is

the author of "Florida, Land of
Change."
Professor Hanna has been at
Rollins since his graduation, is
President Holt's right hand, is
Professor of History, author of
"Flight Into Oblivion," and is
founder of the Union Catalog of
Floridiana. Both Mr. and Mrs.
Hanna are contributors to the dictionaries of American biography
and history and to various historical magazines. He has a great host
of friends among the alumni of
Rollins who will be interested to
know of his marriage.

rince,
LITTLE CROWNS
of
PERFUME
for the purse
Miniature real crowns of
perfume Tor those women
who know that a touch of
fragrance is cfuite as indispensable as a touch of lip-

line. Ah, how much better 86.8
proof sounds than 72 octane.
I think the proper plan of defense would be to locate all of the
distilleries along the borders of
the U.S. This would bring about,
speedily, a general concentration
of population along the coast
forming an iron ring which would
never be broken. Besides, it would
put an end to the terrible strikes
we are now plagued with. Besides
the nation, to the last guzzler would
protest vigorously any lax moment
within the whiskey plants. The
first striker would probably be put
on a beer diet, God rest his soul,
and the strike would be broken
even before it had started. Along
with the religious angle, think of
the untold benefit to the poor people who had been cursed with having to read "My Day." The people
would all be so blind from imbibing the everflowing golden grain
that they would be unable to read.
I will admit that I started in to
pan our Great Leader, but a sudden thought struck me that I could
render a greater service to our
country by suggesting a better
plan than the one in operation at
the present. After all, criticism is
so much better when constructive
than it is when it attempts to tear
down the ideals of others, without
offering a way out for the stooges
—pardon me, I mean Congressmen.
Anyone who doesn't agree with
this little message is a" Damn
Democrat.

Alan Anderson
Studio

Photographer

388 N. Orange

Dial 3464

stick. Precisely the right size

Color Bright

ANKLETS
35c
Vivid anklets in cotton novelty
weaves, elasticized tops. Also
quarter lengths in bright shades
for cooler weather.

to t u c k i n t o y o u r day or
evening Lag. In these famous
fragrances* Duchess of York,
A v e Maria, Katherine the
Great, Royal Gardenia,
Georgian Carnation.

$1.25

69c

R.F. LEEDY CO.
DOWN TOWN

macAieAPhone 246 or 9162
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FOR ANY AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE — CALL THE

College Garage
Phone 115

Air
Conditioned

STORAGE SERVICE
Winter Park, Fla.

COLONY
WINTER PARK • PHONE

Smoking
in Balcony

45Q

OPEN 2:00 P. M. DAILY - - 39c MATINEE — 44c NIGHT
THURSDAY and

FRIDAY!

SAT. MORN. — 10:00 A.M.

"HARMON of MICH."

ROSALIND RUSSELL
DON AMECHE
KAY FRANCIS

ADMISSION — 19c Adults

- IN -

Ficfitn's Strangest AdveatereJ

SUNDAY and MONDAY!

"THE FEMININE
TOUCH"

Orlando, Fla.

SPENCER TRACY m

HORSEBACK RIDING

SATURDAY ONLY!

TEACHING A SPECIALTY

JANE

ORLANDO

WITHERS

COUNTRY CLUB STABLES

CORBINA

Horses for Rent and Sale
MRS. A. N. WHEELER
Phone 8321

WRIGHT JR.
- IN -

'SMALL TOWN DEB'

DnJiwru
A
TURNER
f MGR ID
PiOurw-
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Tennis Round Robin
Comes Next Sunday

Gordon Apgar, Ed AlloJ
Amark, Bobby Betz, or Marjl^
Metcalf. Remember now, it J
fashionable and fun to be •
Hello all you tennis enthusiasts! Round Robin on Sunday. •
Students
and faculty are both cor- ber 16.
"Hit him, hit him, hit him." That was the cry of the Baby Tars last
dially
invited
to participate in the
Thursday night as they smashed the Tampa freshmen up and down the
first of the All-College Mixed
field for 46 points to the Spartanettes' 0. Clearly highlighted was the
Girl's Riflery
Doubles Round Robin
Events
one weakness of the Rollins team. Namely, pass defense. Time after
Riflery,
this
year, will be placed which is to be held on Sunday aftime the Tampans went over the line for sizeable gains, but were unable
Church St.
to make any progress through it. Looks like a bang up team for next in the spotlight of the girls' sport ternoon November 16. The more
year. This Griffen guy may be another Tiny Phillips, though not as activities. All efforts have been people the merrier, and you don't
Day Phone 75 J
big. The Rollins line ran like the four horsemen in the Tampa backfield. made to constitute good marks- have to be what is called a good
Night Phone 319W1
manship
as
well
as
enthusiasm
and
tennis
player.
Everyone
is
welCalvin Peacock and Donnic Hansen squirmed and wiggled all over the
interest. Girls, come down to the come! Good or Bad! but no indiffield. Joe Justice seems to be doing as good a job coaching as he did
rifle range and really learn to ferent entrants. The main stipula-Vi!
playing. Last year's Baby Tars almost* copped the state championship.
shoot under the capable guidance tion is that you are interested and
UP-TO-DATE
It's in the bag this year, that is if Miami or Florida haven't other plans.
of the range officers, Alfred Roose- enjoy playing tennis. You come,
And we imagine they have. But you never can tell. For the present we
velt, Harrison Barnes and Jules and we'll guarantee a good time.
have nothing but compliments for the teamwork and spirit of the frosh.
Steffens. These boys are putting
REPAIR
SHOP
Have your entry in by Saturday,
The Right
Work—
As for the art of tackling, the frosh might be able to give a few pointers all they have into making a real
For The Right
to the varsity. To all except Riley Weinberg. For the lightest college success of riflery. Later in the year November 15. Entry sheets will be
240 E. Park Ave.
WINTER PARK, FLA,
posted at both Physical Education
football player in the country that mite sure packs a wallop.
matches are to be scheduled be- offices, Lyman, Cloverleaf, Carnetween the sororities and IndependSunday afternoon Bob Matthews and Ralph Hagood loaded their speed- ent groups and you girls should all gie, Pinehurst, and Beanery; so add
boats and caravaned to Deland where they picked up various prizes and start training as soon as possible. your name to the list right away.
things. Remember last summer Hagood almost won the National Out- For the first time in the history of All names will be drawn out of a
hat to make the draw and determboard Motor Championships.
Girl's Riflery at Rollins College, a
On Road to Orlando]
Kelly and the Lambda Chis dashed ice water on the Independents' hope women's cup will -be awarded to ine your place in it; in this way
SPECIAL PARTY RATM
of winning the Gary Cup, but there's still a long trail a-winding. The the winning team, by Alfred Roose- teams will be arranged and handiK.A.'s have been practicing in the dead of night and the bright of velt and Dick Wesson. Also a medal capped according to skill. If you
morn. If determination counts for anything they may have a much will be presented to the girl with have a particular partner with
stronger team from now on than they've had for four years. Right now the best marksmanship. All pre- whom you'd like to play, that is
the X Club and the Lambda Chis look like the birds with the worm. The cautions are being assured and wonderful, but be sure and menPhi Delts haven't the teamwork and zip that characterized them last carried out for the safety of all tion this when you sign up.
An entry fee of one thin nickel
year. The most improved team probably is the Independent.
those on the range. Bulletins have
been placed in each house, specify- will be charged, and the winning
When one Delta Chi meets another he says, "How're ya feeling? ing the rules of safety on the team will receive the total sum in | Central Florida's N«ft
charge account form at Mackie's. | And Finest Sporting G
I'm sore." The other D.C. answers. "So'm I. But I bet those Sigma Nus Rifle Range.
Think of all those extra cokes you
have some charley-horses. Don't forget practice." Yes, sir. At last our
Store.
Miss Weber will make arrange- can have.
intelligent fraternity has come out from behind its forest of academic
Phone
honors and meets the others on the brutal sports field. Good luck, fellas. ment and changes in schedule for
Bring you,r own balls !j We'll 1149 N. Main St.
those
wishing
to
substitute
riflery
You've got the gumption.
look forward to seeing you all at
Opposite New Post Offic
for another sport. Class hours have 2:00 p.m., Sunday afternoon, No* * * *
ORLANDO
Al Roosevelt announces that*riflery will start soon. Here's a chance been drawn up to the convenience vember 16, on the college tennis
to get in on the ground floor. Learn how to handle a gun and you may of the students and are as follows: courts.
Monday and Thursday—4 to 5.
get to be a corporal within a reasonable time after you're drafted. Or
If there are any questions; ask
Tuesday
and Friday—10:45 to
should we mention those things. Anyhow shooting's a lot of fun . . . As
Papers, Ribbons, Carboi)
11:45 or 11:45 to 12:45
long as you're not the target.
ly. Sororities entering teams are
for typing
* * * *
Another section will be arranged the Kappas, Pi Phis, Thetas, GamWe tried to get a line on the tennis team but couldn't find anyone if needed.
ma Phis, Chi Omegas, Alphi Phis, Sheaffer Pens and Pene
i
who would talk. There are lots of rumors floating around, but everyone
L. C. Smith and Coroi
News!! And of great import- and the Independents.
is afraid complications might set in if they confirmed them. Who are
There
was
a
meeting
for
transTypewriters
ance! The Women's Physical Eduwe to stick our neck out?
cation office in Cloverleaf has a fers and day students in Lakeside
Desks and Office Chain
telephone all its own. The number last Tuesday to explain the women's sports for this year.
is 94.
Be sure to take your swimming
How many of you like to play
(Continued from Page 1)
39-43 E. Pine S t
tennis? Did you know there is a tests. Mid-terms are coming up
punt on his own fifteen and dash- tournament being arranged? It is soon and if you have not taken your Phone 3051
SEE
Orlan
ed up the sidelines for eighty-five not intramural but just a tourna- test you will get an incomplete in
REAL ITALIAN SPAGHETTI yards aided by the blocking of ment for everyone to come out and Physical Ed.
"Happy" Clarke.
try her skill. No super or superior
With Meat Balls and Sausage
Real Italian Home Cooking
When the laurels are given for back hand or smashing serve is re669 N. Orange Ave.
line play it will be hard to deter- quired for entrance; the only qualWinter Park
Florida
Typewriter Headquartei
mine the outstanding man.
The ification is an interest in tennis.
Enter
for
it'll
be
fun.
Just
see
• O R A N G E BLOSSOM TRAIL*
entire forward wall, from end to
Sales and Service
end, played strong
defensive Bobby Betz or Miss Weber and Enjoy movies in the ComAll
makes
used typewriten
games. To the spectators it ap- she will put your name on the list fort and Privacy of your
BEAUTY SALON
peared that they were trying to and let you know whom you are to own car. Three complete
346 E. Park Ave.
see who could make the most play.
programs changes weekly.
Phone 113, Winter Park
While on the subject of "Why
tackles. They charged hard and
Mrs. Lillian H. Rahl, Owner
Adults 25c plus tax
fought all the way never backing up don't you try this" let me mention
29 E. Pine St.
Orlai
the
Tarpon
Swimming
Club.
once.
Car Free.
All in all the Tarlets combined Twelve people have signed up for
Phone 5114 — 5115
SERVICE AND REPAIR
to show great promise for a pow- this group swimming club already.
erful varsity eleven that is in the If, you take to water like a duck,
making.
They appeared to be the come on in. Sign your name on the
Phone 0954—Nites—2-1097
best group ever assembled at Rol- list by the Physical Ed. office in
BILL ARMSTRONG'S
LOCKSMITH SERVICE
lins. The play of the "Baby Tars" Cloverleaf. There will be tryouts
422 \ . ORANGE
ORLANDO can well be summed up in the few for this club soon, so hurry and
Fine Saddle Horses, Competent Instructors
Under the Giant Umbrella
words uttered by an excited spec- sign up if you are interested in
TELEPHONE 2-1731
MARY J. ANDERSON
ORLANDO
OWNER
tator. As the game was growing fancy swimming.
The
intramural
basketball
into its final stages he was heard
to say, "Just wait till next year games are starting soon and everyand Rollins will really have a good one has been practicing franticalWhen you drink your
varsity."

Along The Sidelines

COEDS in
SPORTS

li

Andy's Garage!

SHOE

i

SKATING NITEJ
The COLISEUM

DENMARK'S1

j Sporting Goods

SPAGHETTI?

Baby Tars Beat Tampa

O'Neal-Branch d

RAPETTI

DRIYE-m THEATRE

ROYAL

)

PARK AVENUE

DAVIS OFFICE
SUPPLY j

KEYS —LOCKS

DUBSDREAD COUNTRY CLUB
STABLES

TowVe Safe!

"THE TIP FOR YOU IN '42"

rich, creamy milk in
The Rollins Beanery
—because—

It's Pasteurized!

DATSON
DAIRY CO.
148 W. South St., Orlando
Phone 287-R

Friends of Eli Haimowitz will
be pleased to know that the 21 year
old pianist and Rollins graduate
of two years past has received a
fellowship to the Juilliard School
of Music in New York City.

Ahlgrim & Lytle
Desoto - Plymouth
SALES & SERVICE

1942 Models on on Display
312 Fairbanks Ave.

Phone 356

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
Incorporated
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION

Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
J. Walter Dickson, Mgr.
Phone 5861

69 W. Concord Ave.
Orlando

"BETTER BUY BUICK!"
COMPLETE SERVICE FACILITIES
QUALITY USED CARS

O r a n g e Buick C o m p a n y
330 N. ORANGE AVE.

PHONE 6114

Cars to be serviced will be called for and delivered
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commended for even

putting

a

Upsilon Beta chapter

of

Chi

the Omega takes pleasure in announcj [ars Favored to
Touch Football j firstteam yearon thethey'vefield,donethisit.being
In fact, ing the pledging of Mary Louise
GUN
SMOKE
they have a tricky offense, but they Sagar on Monday, November 3.
thi [ake Davis-Elkins
lack the men to carry it out. Their
League Led by defense is just not there however.
The range has been fixed up over
All of the K.A.'s scores came on
Team Friday Night the summer and has at last become
power plays. They just lined up

r

am

the place that it was hoped it
would be, when riflery was first
New Offense Prepared For started three years ago. We are
[ Heavy Hurricane Team
glad to see that there has been
some interest taken in shooting this
•Next Friday night will find the year. There has been an offer of a
lollins Tars opposing another new cup for womens' intramural riflery
team: Davis-Elkins of Elkins, West in the hope that this will stimulate
the interest of the women in the
Virginia. These two teams will be
sport.
The matches will be held
meeting each other this year for under the same rules as those
the first time in the history of the which govern the men's intramural
shoot.
The main requirement is
•tools.
The Hurricanes of West Vir- that each group enter one team of
Several of the
ginia have a big, scrappy team and two individuals.
the game should prove a very in- sororities already have representateresting one. We might add that tives in the riflery classes and Miss
the injury jinx has been on their Weber has said that she will co•ail since the season began and operate with us in changing the
even now has several veterans sports schedule of any of the women who wish to take riflery inkenched.
struction as sport. Of course the
On the other hand the Tars with
matches won't take place until the
an open date this past week-end
end of the winter term, but it
[have had an opportunity to heal
would probably be wise to get in
their injuries and should be in
some practice early.
good shape for the tilt Friday
Copies of thhe rules which govnight.
ern shooting have been posted on
The coaches have had the boys
the bulletin boards in every house,
working on some new formations
and a list of the range officers has
this week which will probably be
been added to that notice. It was
pied in this game.
earlier hoped that Bob Haganeur
Boys who are now on the inwould help with this work, but we
jured list but are recovering nicely
are sorry to say that he found that
are: Ollie Barker, who received an
he couldn't make it, so the range
I eye injury in the Mercer game;
officers are: Harrison Barnes, Al
[Pershing Scott, who has been bothRoosevelt, and Jules Steffens. If
• ered with a bruised knee for about
you have any questions about riflI two weeks; Paul Meredith, who reery, go to these range officers and
j turned from the Miami game with
they will be glad to tell you all
an injured shoulder; Bill Justice,
about the matches and the range.
recovering from an ankle injury
We hope that this year we will
received this week in practice; and
Frank Grundler, who has been be able to take a team to the
bothered with a leg muscle in- matches that are held in St. Petersjury. These boys are all coming burg, and also to engage in shoots
along nicely and should be in good with other colleges. This plan has
not gone beyond the idea stage as
shape by Friday.
Following
the
Davis-Elkins yet, but we are working on it in
game the Tars travel the following the hope of seeing Rollins repreFriday to Tampa to encounter the sented in the intercollegiate chamSpartans. The following week-ends pionships later on.
the Blue and Gold finish up their
schedule against Presbyterian and
Weber Phys. Ed. President
Howard, respectively.
These last three games ought to
Marjorie K. Weber, Professor
be very good games and good tests
of Physical Education at Rollins
of the Tars's real strength.
has been elected the first president of the newly formed State
ROLLINS CENTER
Association of Women College
It has been called to the at- Physical Directors.
tention of the Sandspur that the
Seven Florida colleges have
Student Council has voted to
name the newest building the joined the association. They are:
Rollins Center. The two wings Florida State College for Women,
Stetson University, Miami Uniof the Center will be named the
Student House and the Alumni versity, Southern College, Tampa
University, Weber college, and
House.
Rollins.

WESTERN AUTO
Can Supply Your

AUTO NEEDS
Phone 6443
Church and Orange, Orlando

• Stationery
• School Supplies
• Greeting Cards
ROLLINS PRESS STORE

Kennel Club Meets Thursday

Lambda Chi's
X Club Defeats Kappa Alpha
Independents Top
Sigma Nu's

Delta Chi Enters
First Football Team
by Jack Liberman
The 1941 touch football season is
well under way now. At the present moment, it looks like a threecornered race with the defending
champions, the Lambda Chi's, the
Independents, and the X Club all
fighting it out for the trophy.
Last Tuesday, the Independent
team showed its strength by easily
defeating the Sigma Nus, 19-0.
Harvard Cox led the attack with
his passing and quarter-backing.
In the second period Cox tossed a
ten yard pass to Stewart who got
away for 35 more yards before being tagged on the Sigma Nu 11
yard line. Cox then sliced off right
tackle for the score. The try for
the extra point was no good.
In the fourth period on the very
first play Cox tossed one to Batts
for 37 yards to the one foot line.
Although Cox lost four on the next
play, his pass to McDonald into
the end zone was completed.
In
the closing minutes of the game a
50 yard pass from Cox to Batts
put the ball on the Sigma Nu's
five, where another pass put it
over. Cox's drop kick was good.
* * * * *
In the second game of the day,
the Lambda Chi's defeated the Phi
Delts, 20-9.
The victors started
right off marching down the field.
It appeared however that they
wouold be stopped when McFall intercepted one of Kelly's passes, but
the play was called back as the
Phi Delts were offside. Two passes
by Kelly put the ball on the one
foot line and Cummings took it
over.
In the second period, while deep
in their own territory, the Phi
Delts had one of their passes intercepted by Wetherell. Kelly then
passed to Tolson in the left flat
and the score was 12-0.
Ryan's
drop kick was good.
Towards the end of the third
period, the Phi Delts scored two
points when Kelly, hearing the
horn, stood still behind the goal
line and was tagged. (The ball is
not dead until the whistle is blown
and not when the horn is sounded.)
In the last quarter, Myers threw
Clements a long pass on a sleeper
play which worked because Tolson,
who was covering Clements, slipped as he went back to try to
knock the pass down. Minor placekicked for the extra point.
The
Lambda Chis came right back and
on a series of passes, scored the
final tally of the game. A pass from
Kelly to Cummings added the extra point.

The Central Florida Kennel Club
is holding a meeting tomorrow
night, November 6, at 8 p.m. on
the mezzanine of the Angebilt
Hotel. The topic of the meeting
will envolve plans for this year's
Dog Show. All Rollins students
who are dog owners or fanciers
are invited to attend and if they
On Wednesday, The K.A.'s dewish to make any entry it is most
important they come to this meet- feated a fighting but weak Delta
Chi team.
The latter should be
ing.

and plowed through the weak defenses of the Delta Chi's. The Delta
Chi's only score came when Grove
dropkicked from the 27 yard line
for a field goal and off at an angle
at that.
The Independents put up a great
battle against the Lambda Chi's,
but lost 13-6. For awhile in the
last quarter it looked as if the Independents were going to win the
game.
The first half was scoreless with
the combination of Cox and Stewart outstanding for the nonGreeks. In the third period, a series of passes from Kelly to Tolson
put the ball over the goal line. The
extra point was not made. Midway in the last quarter, Cox tossed a long one to McDonald which,
if it had been completed, would
have meant a score. However, it
bounced out of the receiver's
hands. Then on another series of
passes from Kelly to Tolson, the
Lamba Chis scored again. The extra point was made on a pass from
Kelly to Bowes.
The Independents' only tally
came near the last play of the
game, when Stewart tossed one to
McDonald for sixty yards and the
touchdown. Cox's kick was no good.
The final game of the week was
a massacre with the Sigma Nu's
trouncing the Delta Chis, 39-0. The
Sigma Nu's scored on a blocked
punt which MacDonnough picked
up and carried 35 yards for a
score in the first quarter. They
scored twice in the second period,
once in the third quarter, and
twice in the final period.

Rollins Textbooks
and
Stationery

THE BOOKERY
E. Park Ave.

Phone 282-W

Students!
Latest

Model

ROYAL PORTABLE
Typewriter
• THE s t a n d a r d typewriter ia
portable size
• "Big Machine" features
• Monthly Payment Plan

"Central Florida's Largest
Distributors of Office Machines."

Orlando Typewriter
Exchange
15 S. M a i n St., P h o n e 6158, O r l a n d o

Jaunty Campus

HATS
Men's
Ladies'
Pork-pie Style

Made of Zelan-treated Element cloth in the natural
tan and light tan shades.
Shower proofed. Men's have
a fancy puggaree band; the
ladies' have a plaid colored
band and underbrim.

Priced at $2.50
A natural gabardine hat in
men's with a leather band
at $1.95

WILLIE MORRIS

SHELL

R. C . B A K E R

COMPLETE SERVICE
AT CAMPUS ENTRANCE

At The Corner, Downtown

wmr DO wu mmf^mm DO vou wm?

TRADING POST
ma GET mmmiHG

NEW OR USED

9 7 6 - 9 8 0 ORANGE

AVE. WINTER PARK

SOUTHERN DAIRIES
Sealtest Ice Cream
is served exclusively in the Beanery
SPECIAL FOR NOVEMBER

Philco Radios — Radio Service

Bennett Electric
Shop
Phone 434

E. Park Ave.

EXPERT LUBRICATION, WASHING
POLISHING, SIMONIZING

Buttered Pecan ice cream and Raspberry Tarts

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
East Park Avenue
Next to The College Campus

Phone 9184
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ROLLINS

EIGHT

The Jaundiced Eye

Over There

SANDSPUR

how the German mind works.

Same Olde Road
(Continued from Page 4)
Three United States destroyers
When the Germans captured the have been damaged by submarines.
city of Kiev, they thought they The destroyers Greer and Kearny
had bagged quite a prize. They were crippled but made port. The
sent home official pictures of whole Reuben James was not so lucky as
blocks of houses, all of them in- her mates. She went down some
tact. This was the first city the where off the coast of Iceland.
Russian's had not leveled before Two thirds of her crew of one
they left. The Germans were plan- hundred and twenty men are still
ning to use Kiev for winter head- missing. There is no doubt that the
quarters. Suddenly all hell broke Navy had its destroyers aggresloose. The citadel blew up. So did sively pursuing U-Boats with
other important buildings. Chaos depth-bombs. The path America is
reigned from Sept. 24 to the 29th. following today is the same road
Those nasty Reds had mined the she followed in 1917. Will we keep
city. The conquerors were afraid on this path to war or will we
to walk into a building, turn on a take a side road? Your guess is
light or even breath. Any thing as good as the next guy's!
might set off a dreaded mine.
Twenty blocks were destroyed
after the Germans had taken over.
10,000 caches of explosives were
(Continued from Page 1)
uncovered. In the Lenin Museum
alone the Nazi found three and a however, as it is they that deterhalf tons of dynamite. Nazi spokes- mine when the snipes go into their
men cried, "What fiendish tricks!" mating season.
The snipe hunt
If the Nazis had done the mining,
it would have been called "ingenious ingenuity." But the Reds did
it; so—they are fiends.
Strange

(Continued from Page 4)
definite views on such things—
now.
Saturday night saw many of
the Rollinsites out a t ol' Dreadful,
rolling around in the atmosphere
of Orlando's upper crust, and in
and out from among the tables
near the ringside of the new dancing space they've roped off out
there. Consensus of opinion seems
to have been that most people had
a good time. But worst taste of
the evening, however was exhibited by one freshman who proceded
to toss his date for no particular
reason, right square into the pool.
Evidently certain of "the family"
have not yet cast aside the follies
of early childhood.
Afterwards
finding difficulty in getting home
in time to dry out by other than
natural processes of evaporation,
Jane found small consolation in
definitely being able to include
herself out of the group then known
as The Great Unwashed. Other
couples disported themselves with
a sort of 'Tve-done-this-SO-manytimes" attitude down at the railhappy time buying everyone drinks,
side of Club Harper, but neverthethrowing us significant looks and
less managed somehow to keep
generally bantering the conversarigor mortis from setting in. Only tion along with "PLEASE-don'tlivening event of the evening was call-me-Byers." Byers' only comthe mysterious vanishment of Mac- ment for the day was—"Whee!"
Corkle's car which finally turned After warning Jack Ruth about
up only after frantic threats and trying to stand on his head for too
searchings which we're not sure long a stretch, the inner circle
were worth the end of finding the began to feel the need for a general
thing. Oh, well, every man to his exodus back home, where "theaks
poison, or something.
that stick" were eaten, politics and
On Sunday, a fairly large contin- general culture were discussed and
gent of people set out for the sleep started to creep up on everybeach little daunted by a cloudy one by degrees until the only persky and general threat of rain. son left awake was Police Chief
Hopes that the weather would im- Buchanan who was last heard
prove as the day wore on were mumbling traffic regulations to
blasted as icy winds sighed over himself far, far into the night.
the dunes and through the Pelican's
living room throughout most of the
afternoon. Grimly determined to
do something constructive, the
group, consisting largely of Sigma
Nu's and dates, repaired to that
mouldy mortuary laughingly known
as Coronado's "Casino" where the
cup was quaffed and the rafters
rang with song for the rest of the
JUST ARRIVED!
afternoon. Maine-iac Bob Ruse en- Larry Clinton's, "Jazz Me Blues,"
tertained with selections from the
with "Let Me Off Uptown"
and
menu of a nearby restaurant run
by one Nick Popaloopas while "Concerto" and Intermezzo"
played by the one and only
smooth, suave, sophisticated Put- Carmen
Cavallaro
Put Putney looked a t Peggy Welsh,
occasionally roused himself to
song. Barbara Theel was having a
Just off the Campus

McFall Heads Hunt

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER I
must be held just at the conclusion been chairman of thq
of the mating season when the mallow Toasting division
snipes are setting forth to find Mamaroneck
Chapter
food once again after the long Daughters of the Ameri
vigil a t the altar preparing them- lution. In this capacity,
selves for the taking of the mar- gathered a fund of knowl
ital vows. November 8th, 8:15 p .will render him an inval
m. E.S.T., has been determined as to all those who will attend
the proper time and date through urday evening.
Dr. Meyers calculations.
He has Dean Marian Van Burfl
been confirmed in this by the high land, Dean of Women of
priest of the Togo Lhamasery in College, has cooperated m<
Gunga-on-the-Dhin, Tibet, who is erously with the arraal
the original calculator of the
committee under the dir
snipe hunt, and the world authorCarl Fowler and has
ity.
consented to an extension
Mr. Donald Murphy, eminent time limit on Saturday nigj
marshmallow-toasting
authority, young women students. All
ill:
and local representative of the W. planning to go on the Sn^
C.T.U., has kindly consented to will so inform their i i
take charge of the Marshmallow- housemothers, and will tfl
Toasting activities of the evening. matically granted permisskj
He will set up headquarters on Woo main out until 1:45 p. m. f
Island, purely for marshmallowA requisition list for thi
toasting purposes, and will be glad mallow Toast will be pos
to receive all hunters a t any time bulletin boards or names
after midnight, when the hunt will given to Jenelle Wilhite befi
be concluded. Mr. Murphy has long day noon.
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GLORIA AND BARBARA BREWSTER
Popular twins of stage and screen
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For That Davis-Elkins Game!
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Our Campus Agent Will give
you prompt, efficient Service!

Orange Laundry
AND ACME CLEANERS
"Clean Clothes Craf tsmen"
1021 W. Fairbanks Ave.
Winter Park
Phone 413

SANITONF

M Uhesterflel
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MILDER BETTER-TASTING COOLER-SMOKING CIGARETTE
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